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Terms  and  Conditions  for  the  Imbuko  Wines  competition  with  

SPAR  Tops  Wine  Show 

 

 

General Information: 

• "We" are Imbuko WInes (Pty) Limited and "us" and "our" have a corresponding meaning 

herein. 

• Imbuko Wines will be attending five out of the seven Tops Wine Shows in 2019 in South 

Africa – Durban, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, Nelspruit and Port-Elizabeth. 

 

Rules of the competition: 

1. The contestant must be over the age of 18 years. 

2. The contestant must buy at least X1 case (one case consists of six bottles of wine) of any of 

the following wines Imbuko, Pomula, Van Zijl or Du Plevaux  and at least X2 cases of the 

Shortwood Entry wines at the Imbuko Wines stand at any of the Tops Wine Shows in South 

Africa.  

3. The case/s can also consist of mixed wines of the above stated brands of which no more 

than X2 wines from the Shortwood entry range are allowed in the mix to qualify to spin the 

wheel. 

4. The contestant will receive a glitter Imbuko Branded top hat automatically when he/she 

buys x1 case of any of the above stated wines or more. 

5. Only one hat per person regardless of the quantity of wine bought.  

6. Should you spin the wheel and it lands on the grand prize then your name will go into a lucky 

draw for the grand prize. Once all the Tops Wine shows are finished then Imbuko Wines will 

do a live lucky draw to pick the ultimate winner. 

7. The grand prize consists only of a weekend (2 days) in the Winelands at a destination chosen 

and paid by Imbuko Wines (PTY) LTD. 

8. The grand prize does not include any form of transportation to get to and from the 

venue/chosen destination (the grand prize).  Any form of transportation is on the winner’s 

own account.  

9. The runner up prize of “wine for a year” consist of X12 cases of any of our Imbuko range 

wines. 
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10. Should a contestant spin the wheel and it lands on the runner up prize “win wine for a year” 

then that contestant will also go in to a lucky draw and a name will be drawn at the end of 

all the Tops at Spar Wine Shows. 

11. Should a contestant spin the wheel and it lands on a promo gift – then the contestant can 

receive any of the following promotional items that is branded with our logo: Bottle opener, 

Wine aerator, a lanyard, a pen or a two-bottle wine bag. 

12. Only the representative of Imbuko Wines (Pty) LTD will hand out the promo items. 

13. No promo item/s may be exchanged for another promo item/s afterwards. 

14. We have the right to request a till slip as proof in order to enter this competition. 

15. Prizes are not transferable or may be exchanged for cash. 

16. The winner of the grand prize and the runner up prize will be informed and contacted 

telephonically or via email or social media. Should the winner not respond within 24 hours 

then a new winner will be chosen by lucky draw. 

17. It is the contestant’s responsibility to provide us with the correct contact information – 

email, telephone number and social media handles.  

18. Employees of Imbuko Wines (PTY) LTD and their immediate family are not allowed to enter 

this competition.  
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